
FILM ANALYSIS DONE CHARLIE CHAPLIN S FILM MODERN TIMES

Charles Chaplin performs â€œModern Timesâ€•, a comedy film, in His Tramp Charlie is a laborer working at a factory in
the chain. On his release, the girl hired as the server-singer in a restaurant where she performed as a dancer.

He didn't much like talkies, and despite the introduction of sound in , his " City Lights " was defiantly silent.
Here in Chicago they've been booked in the Carnegie Theater, where the staff hardly knows what hit it. And
the talk afterward in the aisles, the lobby and in line at the parking garage was genuinely excited; maybe a lot
of these people hadn't seen much Chaplin before, or were simply very happy to find that the passage of time
have not diminished the man's special genius. During this film, a clear example of this inequality and racism
classes is shown. This ending was filmed, but was finally abandoned in favour of a more cheerful finale.
Chaplin did proceed with sound effects, however, and took a personal interest in the technique of their
creation. On his release, the girl hired as the server-singer in a restaurant where she performed as a dancer. We
hear the music they are actually playing and the voice of Chaplin, who is actually singing. Basically, it crushes
individuals. In one scene Chaplin goes mentally crazy because of his work. Ellen finds the couple housing, a
small ramshackle wooden shack that is literally falling apart. They're classics, everyone agrees, but that word
"classic" has become terribly cheap in relation to movies. Here we can clearly hear diners talking, murmuring,
laughing and cheering. But it's as easy to see it as an attack on Hollywood's transformation into a film factory,
which suppressed individual inspiration in favour of bankable movies for the masses. It remains as relevant, in
human terms, for the 21st century. Chaplin surrounded by a crowd in Vienna during his world tour, Chaplin
was acutely preoccupied with the social and economic problems of this new age. Pieces of wood keep hitting
the couple as they move around their home. Machines with many large cogs dominate this movie as a symbol
of the modern world. Thus, the boss of the company where Charlie works, requires high speed, without
considering the consequences on the physical and mental health of his workers. It dictates its furious pace,
dehumanizes individuals whose behavior resembles that of a robot Charlot keeps repeating the same gestures
and continues to act as a controller during his lunch break. Paulette Goddard Paulette Goddard on the set of
Modern Times Exceptionally, the Tramp has a companion in his battle with this new world. I have measured
it, gauged it, studied. First we see a shot of stacking sheep been guided by something and then next we see a
shot of modern human leaving some public transport station. He still tries to prepare dialogues and even
recorded some tests, inconclusive for his taste. We are struck by the modernity of the film and its impact the
philosophical ideas in Hollywood. This is an ambitious, accomplished and frequently uproarious comedy.
Machinery should benefit mankind. Clearly, Chaplin emphasizes that modern society makes life very hard for
women. It should not spell tragedy and throw it out of work. Despite his protestations, he was released. It
appears totally crazy. My favorite scene occurs when, after leaving a mental hospital, Chaplin was walking
and finds a flag in the street so he follows the owner with the flag in his hands. Charlot is then hired as night
watchman in a department store, but returned to prison after a burglary committed by one of his former
colleagues. We can clearly observe the inequality, the abuse and the impositions established by the rich class
in the film, first the business boss, then the police and finally the government. Auto horns, sirens, and
cowbells worked into the music. This time the Chaplin Studio finally agreed to a modest payment, just to get
rid of the nuisance. The case was weak, and Clair, a great admirer of Chaplin, was deeply embarrassed by it.
Chaplin composed the music itself. Only exception, when Chaplin improvises his song in the restaurant in a
vaguely Italian gibberish. Immediately, protesters take him for a leader and followers.


